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The following is a list of abstracts of papers presented at the Barcelona EGPRW meeting. Click on a title to view the relative abstract.

Links to paper: 5 | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30

**Presentation 1:** "General practice and cancer: do we deserve to be taken seriously?", by Knut Holtedahl from Norway

**Presentation 2:** "Diagnosis and Consultation Patterns in 135 Women with Breast Cancer" by Hans Thulesius from Sweden

**Presentation 3:** "Feasibility of the screening for the upper digestive and respiratory tract carcinomas" by Hector Falcoff from France

**Presentation 4:** "The role of primary care in the early detection of lung cancer. Coordination between primary and secondary care" by Felix Aliaga from Spain

**Presentation 5:** "Patients' views of cancer services" by Hilary Hearnshaw from the United Kingdom

**Presentation 6:** "Cancer in asymptomatic patients in general practice in Spain" by M.A. Ripoll-Lozano from Spain

**Presentation 7:** "One man - Four cancers - Eleven manifestations. Multiple primary cancers in general practice illustrated by one case description" by Tor Anvik from Norway
Presentation 8: "Family health care development is the main condition of early cancer diagnostic" 
by Alexander G. Shleikin from Russia

Presentation 9: "Is the first idea a good idea? An analysis of the doctor’s first idea while listening to the patients' presentation of their problems in the consultation" by Tor Anvik from Norway

Presentation 10: "Home -care necessities and quality in primary care" by Francesco Carelli from Italy

Presentation 11: "1384 house calls for elderly patients in general practice. A report from the Møre & Romsdal Prescription Study" by Jorund Straand from Norway

Presentation 12: "Effectiveness of brief intervention on alcohol non-dependent drinkers (E B I A L) Spanish multi-centre study" by R. Córdoba from Spain

Presentation 13: "Accident Prevention advice: Is it given?" by Joyce E. Kenkre from the United Kingdom

Presentation 14: "To describe in detail the technique of pinch graft operation" by Rut Törner from Sweden

Presentation 15: "What do adolescents want and need from their GP about contraception?" by Lieve Peremans from Belgium

Presentation 16: "Incidence of asthma is falling" by Douglas M. Fleming from the United Kingdom

Presentation 17: "Are early house moves and housing conditions risk factors for subsequent development of asthma?" by C. Hughes from the United Kingdom

Presentation 18: "Perceived continuing medical education needs by Slovenian general practitioners" by Danica Rotar-Pavli from Slovenia

Presentation 19: "Standard Assessment for Elderly People in Primary Care in Europe. Results of a three year concerted action of eight European countries" by Ulrike Junius from Germany

Presentation 20: "Music in the consultation room" by Simon Zalewski from Israel
Presentation 21: "Disease and illness: lay theories on common cold" by Sandra Dunkelberg from Germany

Presentation 22: "Modern teamwork among doctors regarding the early diagnosis of cancer" by Waltraud V. Fink from Austria

Presentation 23: "Contribution of family physician in cancer diagnosis" by M. Montserrat Ureña Tapia from Spain

Presentation 24: "Basic problems concerning early detection of malignancy in general practice" by Gustav Kamenski Braun from Austria

Presentation 25: "Involvement of general practitioners in cancer prevention in Europe: results of a secondary analysis of taskprofile study and an enquiry among European GP" by Leo Pas from Belgium

Presentation 26: "The incidence of symptomatic and asymptomatic peripheral arterial occlusive disease in the population" by Jurenne D. Hooi from The Netherlands

Presentation 27: "Functional walking exercise near home for patients with intermittent claudication" by Magda Wullink from The Netherlands

Presentation 28: "Writing for teaching. An original and collective method to produce texts destined to the initial medical education" by Denis Pouchain from France

Presentation 29: "An Evaluation of the treatment of psychosocial problems in Primary Care - Report on a Multicenter Centre Quality Improvement Project sponsored by the Ministry of Health, Federal Republic of Germany" by Hagen Sandholzer from Germany

Presentation 30: "Early detection of hepatocellular carcinoma: The contribution of General Practice in monitoring HCV infected people" by Cristos Lionis from Crete, Greece

Presentation 31: not done

Presentation 32: "Prostate Cancer Screening. Attitudes and Practices of Primary Care Physicians" by Constantin Pandeli from Romania